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A charged test particle passing through an electron plasma is

subject to a drag force.  Previous calculations of this drag force, when

the test particle's velocity is maintained at a constant value, have led·

to logarithmically divergent results.  In this paper a convergent and

consistent expression  if'derived for the drag using a modified linear-
ization of the Vlasov equation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A charged particle moving through a fully ionized plasma will

experience a drag force due to collisions with the plasma electrons

and ions.  The calculation of this drag, on a "test particle" con-
\

strained to movd with constant velocity, is referred to'as the plasma

test particle problem.

The simplest formulation of the test particle problem neglects

terms of the order of the electron mass divided by the lon mass; in

this   case   the   ions   are   assumed to maintain a uniform distribution.

The electron plasma and twst particle are described  by the Vlasov  (self

consistent field) equation,

eer    30(IE-STD, afaf(r.v.t) 3f

at       ..aS    m      BS      F--*W-6    +    V· - - -

*-                 (1)
2 n r        80( Ir-Z' 1) ,   af-E_n    /    dv'     / dr' .

f(S''S 't). 57 =  Om J "' J   ·"      arba 44

where 0(r) = 1/r, and f(S,X,t) is the distribution function for the

electrons, normalized to unity; the electrons have charge -e, mass m,

and (in the absence of the test charge) average density n.  The test                   ,

particle with charge  -e  has the position vector IT = 3rt where v   is-T

a constant velocity.

The drag force on the test particle is equal to the test particle

charge times the electric field induced  in  the  plasma   evaluated  at / r  ,
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r                r              30(Ir-ET'  )
1 -  e en  I  av  I dr f(r,v,t)                     (2)J   "' J   .       ar-         0, W

In Section II two approximate solutions of Eq. (1) are discussed.

Both solutians lead to logarithmically divergent drag expressions.  In

Sectien III a method of solving Eq. (1) is described that leads to a

drag expression which does not diverge.  This expression for the drag is

exact    in the limit    vT   +   0.        When vT exceeds    the mean electron speed,

(0/m) ·, the result is still qualitatively correct.

II. REVIEW

Previous treatments of the test particle problem have used one of

two limiting cases   of  Eq.    ( 1).      In  one   case  the test particle is assumed

to be influenced primarily by close binary collisions with electrons, and

in the other case the test particle is assumed to be influenced primarily

by distant many body collisions with plasma electrons.

In the binary collision approach the self consistent field term

(last term) in Eq. (1) is neglected.  The remaining terms describe the

motion of electrons interacting with the Coulomb field of the test particle.

For a boundary condition we assume. that electrons are in a Maxwell-Boltzmann

velocity distribution before interacting with the test particle,

f = f(0)( ) = (m/2*0)3/2 exp(.mv2/28),                         (3)

where   e   =   k T   is the kinetic temperature.      The  drag,   Eq. (2), obtained  with
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this appraximation is equivalent to the drag obtained from a simple

binary collision calculation.1  When vT < (0/m)2 the drag expression is
V
T

28.0. " 1%2 U 2 'tn (33 RL)'VT-3 '3rf dxf(o)(10 (4)

0

where   u   =    (4,re2n/m)    is the plasma frequency,   R   =    ee /m   is the Landau

length,·   and   B   is a (unspecified)   maximum impact parameter.      The   drag

expression diverges logarithmically  as   B  -•  co. This divergence   is   the

result of our failure to include collective plasma interactions (last

-       term  in  Eq.   (1)).     It .is known that collective interactions screen  the

test particle,2 and should limit the maximum impact parameter to approxi-

mately the Debye length,

B  Z RD  =   (4*e2n/8 )
-2

If we think of the test particle as influenced primarily by the

simultaneous resultant of many weak interactions then the effect of the

test particle on the plasma can be treated as a perturbation.  In this
//

case a linearized solution  of  Eq.    ( 1)   can be obtained. The distribution

function is written

(0). ,f(S'v,t) = f  (I) + h(r,v,t)                           (5)

Using Eq. (5) in Eq. (1) and neglecting products of h and   30/BE: a    .                 3
 11

linear· integral equation  is   obtained  for  h. The approximate linear solution                          i
.
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far the electron distribution  can  be  used   in  Eq.    ( 2) to. obtain  an

3,4expression for the ·drag,

V
T

A = -41,2  2 111(RD/b) vT-3 '31' JF  dz f(9)(x)                    (6)
0

where b is some (unspecified) mininnlm distance at which the linearized

solution breaks down.  It is easy to see how this breakdown occurs.  In

the neighborhood ef the· test particle the integral term in Eq.  (1)  is

uniaportant   compared  to the direct interacti on  term. In that regien

Eq.    ( 1) is approximated  by

ee_  ·6071 r-r    I )af      af      r  ,.   --T·    .AE = 0                                 (7)4  + 2 ar- -  -m            ar                 *S'*'

This is the equation used to obtain the binary collision drag expression,            4

Eq.  (4). The equation used to obtain Eq.  (6),  in the neighborhood of the

test particle, is the linearized version of this equation

311 + v .8 =  eer  20(  S-,Sr | )    af(0)
3.E  -r AV. as      -  Br av  o                       (8)

.4'/ 1,4      -

The time asymptetic electron distribution obtained from the solution

of Eq. (8) is a function of g=r- r_,
„'       „'     '.t'C

00

f(9''I)  6   f(e)(v)  +  emqr dT     0(11-(I-3r)71). ijf<80 (X)   .(9)    .
h. N.0
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The interpretation of this result is clear.  The linear.theory develops

the distribution function, through the first term of a Taylor series,

about the Maxwell-Boltzmarm distribution  at  i =   «°·     The momentum given

to an electron earning from i = +°> to i, according to the linear theory,

is

(JO -

ap= e  Fdr 10(IF-(vil  TI)·
36     L  -. XW )w %Jo A 

This is a "straight path" approximation, as g w 0 the momentum change is
-

infinite and this accounts for the divergence in the drag expression,

Eq. (6).

6Several authors5,,7.have combined these two approaches to the test

particle problem:  In terms of Eq. (4) and Eq. (6) one sets B=b end adds,
"

3=3 +3
/           wy MB.C. WL

vT

6   -41'2  0 2-- 011( 31  RL)   v.„-3  v f av f(o)(s)! ,
(10)

+    4.T J   'V
0

Since this result relies.on two expressions which involve arbitrary

cutoffs, it is clear that there is still an ambiguity in the logarithm

argument.

III. METHOD OF SOLUTION

In this section we describe a modified linearization of Eq. (1).



Instead of using a spatially uniform Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution                          

for the unperturbedl state  of the plasma  we  use the stationary solution -

of Eq. (1) when the test particle is at rest, v  = 0.  In this case the                .,
distribution function can be separated into a product of the Maxwell- .,

Boltzmann velocity distribution, Eq. (3), times a Boltzmann-Gibbs type                '..

factor, which   is   a   function  of    IS-Sr I  ,

f(r,19 = f(0)(Y) exp[-R *(Ir-Sri)} .·   ( 11)

where R.  = ee /8.    The  "generalized"  potential  *(r)  is  determined  from
' I

Eq. (1) with v2 = 0.  We will see in Section IV that a good approximation

for #(r) is the Debye-Huckel potential
-

*(r) = 1 e®p[-r/ D}

2       '-4

where R ) = ( 4*e n/0) - is the Debye length.

When the test particle is moving with a constant velocity the

equilibrium distribution is distorted and we write

(O)f(r,v,t)  =   [f  '   (v)+h(E,3,t) ]  exp[-40( 15-51' 1) } (12)
M   W

It is possible to obtain a linearized solution for h.  We do this in

Section V.  The linearization neglects products of the quantities h,

(efr/m) 30(15-51'1)/33, and Rt#(|L-rT|). Of course these terms are not

small  when  r  is sufficiently close  to  r,   but  we  will  see  that  this   is-
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unimportant   for   the drag problem  when   v    <   (0/m) .      When   v    2  (8/m)*
,

the situation is marginal, but the drag expression must still exhibit
)

the qualitative features of an exact solution.
"

"
1

q

IV.  THE GENERALI  POTENTIAL

\
To obtain the function 0(15-Sri) we look for the time independent               i

solution -of Eq. (1),.in whlch the distribution function has the form of
:1

Eq.  (11).   We find that  0(r)  must be ·a solution of
'1

. f..8 ,(-)  - af(r) I.mldr' 80(I.K-12 1)rexp[-RLA(r') 1-1 |  = 03 Lar#.. °r  . 9.1 -,    ar
(13)

i

where the -1 in the integral accounts for the uniform density of positive j

charge. Since this must be satisfied  for  all  v, the vector in brackets  is                        ' 
3

identically zero.  Taking the divergence of thls vector, and using the

identity                                                                                 i

v20(r) = -4*6(I) (14)

4

we find that #(r) must be a solution of                                               
i

3

v20(r) = 4,1 efrri n[exp[-RE*(f)1.13.- 4« 6(S) (15)

1:

„,

1 «
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An approximate solution of Eq. (15) is obtained by expanding the

exponential term through the first order in 0.  The solution of

the resulting equation, that vanishes at infinity, is the Debye-

Huckel potential
·4

.

0(r) -   exp{-r/R } (16)

where  R )  =    ( 4*e2n/8) -#   is the Debye length.

An exact solution for 0 (which can only be obtained numerically)

would replace the simple shielding factor exp(-r/R ) by a more coqplicated

function of r, but reducing to this form at large r(r>R ).  For our pur-

poses Eq. (16) is sufficiently accurate.

V.      THE MODIFIED LINEARIZATION

Inserting Eq. (12) in Eq. (1) and neglecting products of the quanti-

ties h, RLA,    and 42 30/aS, which are assumed small for purposes of linear-

ization, we obtain a linear equation for h(r,X,t),

6

CO)

ah(ZAL,t) + v.a-e e r B , ,    af
at             ...   3 ,     -2-   aE. *(15-ITI ' '  3E,

-  9 .» jls: 50( -='1)   h(s',lc,t)  .  lf't  RLf(0)(,0 (*-,4)
Ji

1

'    f;     0(1 5-3r  I  )     =
0 (17)

9I.                                                                                       -
I.
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where r  = I t.  Note that Eq. (13) has been used to obtain Eq. (17).
W

In obtaining Eq. (17) we have neglected terms that are not small

in the neighborhood of the test particle.  To get an estimate of the

validity of the linearization we consider an approximate form of Eq. (17).

The third and last terms of Eq. (17) combine to give

RL f 0. (Z) JT    F *( 'r-rTI).
.*

Since the time dependence of h( ,X,t) is of the form r- v_t or r-rM Wi ,« *6'T

the time derivative   of  h  can be replaced  by   52.3/83  h.      In  addition,

the integral term in Eq. (17) is small compared to *(Ir-Sr I) when r isW

close to-rT· -With these reductions the approximate  form of Eq.  (17),

' '     in the neighborhood of the test particle, is                                           '

3 f                    i
3z '1(3-3i)h(,5-IT,I) +RI.v f(0)(v) 0(lIZ51·1)} = 0. (18)             s

The linear solution for h will fail when h is on the order of f ' (z).

Ther* are two cases depending dn the magnitude of v .  If v2 is less

than the mean electron speed, v  < < (0/m)*, Eq. (18) indicates that the

linearization bFeaks down when                                                       '

(8/m)-kvp  RL  *( 1 5-Sr I )  2  1.                                                                                                                                        :

·-          f

Since the distribution function,   Eq.    ( 12), decreases exponentially  to                                                   i
e:;

1

zero  as  R,    0(  | r-r-  ) increases the failure   of the linearized solution
AJ       /w A•/r

i:

f

f
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for h is negligible for small 72' and is exact as v  * 0.  If v2 is

on the order of the mean electron speed, v  a (9/m)#, the linearization

fails when

RL   0(IS-31 | )  2  1.

This case is marginal, since the exponential factor in the distribution

function is reduced to e-1 when h has attained a value comparable to f C'  ( ).

The distribution function should still retain the qualitative features of

an exact solution.

VI.  ORAG ON A TEST PARTICLE

The drag on a test particle is given by Eq. (2) and Eq. (12),

r     30( 1,5- | )
3  =    ee·rn /dr cxp[-RL 0( 15-3'fl)} Lh(S,Dt)   (19)/ / J -   as

where the first term of the distributien function does not contribute to

the drag, since it is spherically symmetric about  
. The   integral   in.Eq.    (19)

can also be expressed in terms of Fourier space transforms

3 = e n(2*)-3 /58(-is)·e*p{ikolirt}  dv h(k,Dt) (20)

where h is the Fourier space transform of h, and Q denotes the Fourier
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transform   of   the
 

remaining factor    in   the    integrand,

r  80( )
. (21)Q(k) =  t     r    exp[-RL*(r)-ik·r]M -             ar                      = +

/'i

Eq. (20) is a convenient form for the drag expression, since the

function   lv h(k,v,t)  is easily obtained  from a Fourier  transformation of
J *  **

Eq. (17).  To be specific, consider the initial value problem h=0 for

t 6 0.  The Fourier space and time transform of h(r,v,t) is defined as               '
**

CD

p 0     -
iRk,v,w) = (2*)-1 / dt /dr h(r,v,t) exp{-ik·ritut} (22)
M =' J     J  "4   A., N.

0

where t is integrated only over positive values for the initial value

problem.      From the Faurier trans formation  of  Eq.    ( 17)   we   find                                                                    .

1

Ew C m,47   .                   "
RI'(b:31')(laD)2  T(k)       1    .   WLE  't «P J

f.'f:s: ·4.:·.:64',£32 , dv h(k,v,lu) = - (23)
M t•A W\

(2*i)lt,(w-5.3r)          (ERI))2 + WI.N (661*]

where

af(0)k·-                                                               i
wrB cmt/ 2  2 /1 -  W 326 '   (24)

€.

!_k  C.20./   J   =   RD   L4    Jiav      (11   -   k.v»' /V'

To invert the Fourier time transform we need the analytic continuation

of W  from Imw  > 0  to  he remaining portion  of the ut-plane.    This  is                                         >t

accomplished in Appendix A where it is shown that for real t, 3
3
h

·R

t
4rh ·.
3

W(t)   =   1   -   2t   exp(-te) jP dx  exp(x2)   +   1( )#t exp(.tf) (25) 0

0

t

..
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This function is equal to -& d/dt Z(t) where Z(t) is the plasma

dispersion function.8   It can be shown that   W(t)    5 1.

The Fourier time inversion of Eq. (23) is

ON·ly                                                                                                   '

jli ir(k,x,t)  =     .fuleXpatut) jl  IRB,X,tu) (26)

-0+1 Y

where y is chosen so the w path of integration lies above any singularities

of the integrand.  The integral is evaluated by completing the contour in            :

the  lower half u.,-plane,    The  function [(1 ))2 +  W]is (kR )2 times  the

electron plasma dielectric constant,9  and  has no zeros   for  Imm  k 0. There

is no pole at w =  0 since the ·numerator of Eq. (23) vanishes at w = 0.

Therefore,  the  only  pole  in  Eq.   (23) with Imw  2  0  is-u, 5 3 93]: ' 3.For  the-n. o

time asymptotic drag the poles with Imw < 0 are of no concern, since they

contribute exponentially damped terms.  In view of these remarks the

time  asymptotic   value   of  Eq.    ( 26)   is                                                                                                                                          i

rk.v    /m \17
 iv  R(k,v,t=-)   =   RL( 1(RD)2   0(k)expGi ·vrt)      1-W _tk    1=f -1                                                      3

J 7/1   N *.1

rk'-vT CE 4.7
(kRD)2+WL  k      <28) J

(27)

The drag force is determined from Eq.  (20) and Eq.  (S)                   ·                ,
.i

k·V
7 t. L    k    £7: J1-Wr-wT (10 91

3  = eqTDRI,(2*)-Jidl (-k)(lit ))2Rk) (08)
1+1 J   W **1 14 

(1«'D)2."Ik  T Cm'*1                               1\dll.,

Although the integral in Eq. (28) is extremely complicated it is possible            1

to evaluate it to lowest order in RI/R .  This is a weak restriction, 'since            '
. .                                       S

...;

el

···.·                    M

i

:

..9
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-SR  AL  <  10  -  for  many  interesting plasmas. To lowest order  in RL/kDL'--D

the generalized potential is approximated by the Debye-Huckel potential

Eq. (16) which has the Fourier transform

 (k) = 4,tR )2/[1+(ARD)2] (29)

In Appendix B it is shown that, to lowest order in R /RD' the function

Q is given in terms of a Kelvin function
M/

Q(k) = -(231)2i J  he12'(4RLk)t] (30)
w w        k

Substituting ER. (29) and Eq. (30) in Eq. (28), a slight rearrangement

gives

'» (571                1-  c 31,                              · 

i

. . . . . . 3=
 dk    heig [(4RLk) " J<       -       -   -2   -   '

»
k.     Cm· 11'71

%1 r b 4.    1
..M  -sr  * k

1'.(ARD)               (ERD)2+W #2.       £29.3, 1                       -
 

The    first   term,    an odd function   of   k ; gives no contribution.        For   the                                                       '
,W

remaining term polar coordinates  are used  for k, (k,ircos  0,  0),  with                               1r. .«

):

vr  as  polar  axis. After:.the 0 integration is performed  only the component
bv-                                                                                                                                                                               0

:.'""*'"' '         of k parallel   to v remains,
/w MT                                                                                                                                           i

t

:t

4

2 = -3 3r/Yr-                                                                                       1
.f

where
I 3
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1 -    "Inv ]2  r3  =   42  d j   ndnfkdk hei2[("RI,k)' ] (32)

-1 o (laD)2 + WInvi 

*

An 64
Changing to dimensionless variables  t=  ·qv C '-    .   x=  kR ) we  findTi.20../ '

G2 2 -2 F   F ,       R W(t)
(33)3 = 2iep m v , tdt 1 xdx hei

E 04 -L xI:f ] { *2"1(t)}-P T JC 0 21£RD
..2

where a =
.T(JmltAI Referring to Eq. (25) we see that only the imaginary

.

part of the x integration is nonvanishing.  In Appendix C the x integral

is evaluated to lowest order in
RL/ I)'                                                                               '1

,»i r (4 4„Y ] f W(,)   } .   wILA[-8 i  1- 6 I"(Wt.w)  + e P                    M

iR &     RD-1
4

2... \ 'X +W(t) A L

(34)             1

where W(t) = W t + iw , 6 = 2.718···  is the base of the natural logarithms,              ,

and   411=    0.577 ' · is Euler' s constant.     - With   the    identity                                                                                                          1

V

21r-l  tdt  WI(t)  = fTdv  f(0)(9

:where  the  3-fold int.egral  on the  right *hand  side·is  over  the  sphere' Te.f'.·

radius v ' expressions (33) and (34) give the drag force to lowest order
1

Min  RLA'D'

<                                    vT                                         1
.                    -6 2    2     _ - U(a)-  7--3 v   fdv f(0)(v) (35)·                            1s .        .p ™[>t J   T    MT J   AN1·N

0

j

:
f.

\

-
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with  e =  v*(  28 ) rand

a                    VT

/                             081,(CG)  =   -,r-l  dt  t  1)]1(W€nw), '   dy(0)(v)                                     (36)                               4
0

4

A numerical integration of the numerator in Eq. (36) was used to obtain
'1

the graph of U(a) shown in Figure 1.  The limiting values of this function
fl

.

are

311

.;'1

u(e) = e4 = 0.6065
.t

(37)
4                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       3

011 1- a>> 3.u(e) -a= vTg,1
-                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               1

i

The  function U(a)  is a monotonically increasing function  of  v .     This  was                            -·\
expected since the short range cutoff, the average distance of closest               4

..,

approach in a collision, should be less than RL' while a decrease in the.       ..                             4
shielding efficiency, with increasing VT' means  the long range cutoff

should be greater than Fi .
%

It has not beeh necessary to introduce an arbitrary cutoff to obtain

the drag expression Eq. (35)·  The discussion of Section V indicated that            9

Eq. (35) is exact as v  " 0.  When v >(0/m)b this result should still

retain the qualitative features of an exact solution.  One would expect              9
./

a more nearly exact solution to alter the velocity dependence of the                 i

'1

logarithm argument at large  VT '
4

.

1
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VII.    COMPARISON  WITH  OTHER  RESULTS

It  is  interesting to compare the convergent drag expression, *44  (35),

with Eq.  (4)  and Eq. (6). Expression (6) was obtained from Eq.  (1)

linearized about a spatially homogeneous distribution  f '  (v) .    This
leads  to a force integral  that is identical  to  Eq.   ( 33), except  for  the

factor -chei2 I ( 4RLK/RD)1 1 0 It is this additional factor, however, which      -.

guarantees  the  convergence  of  the  drag  integral  at  large x.  .    In  the' simple , I

linearization  of  Eq.    ( 1) the neglect of terms   that  are not small  when   'r-Sr I

is small is equivalent to the expansion
\

R

-'he,2[<4   ·f'
- lr L

J-1-EN  X+ . . . (38)

That is, using only the first term of Eq. (38) in Eq. (33) results in

Eq. (6), but it·is clear that the expansion (38) is not valid for arbitrarily
*

large values ·  of   ·x.

To compare Eq. (35) with the binary collision calculation it is

necessary to reconsider the solution of Eq. (7).  We look for a solution

of the form

*r  »»f. 4 fCE'pt)  =  exp<-RI,03.C.CIr-51'1 ) 0  [fCO)(x)+h  .c.(E,x,t)]     (39)

Using the modified linearization method described in- Section III we find

-1
4 (r)=r (40)B.C.

and
\
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k·v

-    i    ,-.  f«.toi (ls,v,t=00)  - Rj(k){1-W  FI(3d]}· (41)

The drag expression is then
..1

k.v - - 1 -.97 r
3B.C.   =    eqrnRL( 2*)-,  f B.C.(-*k) (k)<1-W 

Tm, (42)

1
01

where  B·c. is. given by Eq.   (21)  with  0  =  #B.C..    Conparing Eq.   (42)  with

Eq. (28) we see that the inclusion of collective plasma interactions has               

, two consequences;  (a)  the pure Coulomb potential 0(r) is replaced with .a

shielded potential *(r), and (b) the plasma dielectric constant appears in           o

-   the denominator of the force integral.  Both of these changes contribute             3

to the small k convergence of the force integral.
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APPENDIX A

ANALYTIC CONTINUATION OF W

3

To analytically 'continue the function
f

'/ A )                                                                                                                                    1
1-,;vln  '1221        .2       2 f' -1  Bf\.v,

MLi T J=   R   D   t'1  P .1, d 'U-ls.x)       k.    BL
(A.1)

from the Law > 0 half plane into the remainder of the a-plane we first.                  i

reduce the three fold inteestion  to a single integral,

]

W[k<12] = R,D w''f,·<i - us, i.4.                    (A.2)             .10

il

where                                                                                j

..                                0

r   (01g(u)  =   ft f,   ' (v)  60'  -  it:e) =   (m/2'18)-3  exp( -im,2/28) (A.3)             5
4

The analytic continuation of Eq. (A.2) is given by                                    

4
'

1

2       m2        f du   /12   i   u»l   dg(u)                                                                                                                                                            f: (A. 4)          1W =RD- p J  Ck  )  du               .         1

where c, the path of integration for u, is the real axis when Imw >  0

and is shown in Figure   2  when  Imul  4 0. Introducing the dimensionless                                              f
1

variables  t = (m/20).P  8/k,   x  =   u(m/28) , and using  Eq.   (A.3)   we can write                               '
;': ": :  ·it: I                                                                                                                1

-1 d
W(t) = -1 1..   dx (t-x)   33E exp(-x2) (A.5)

0(*)2  c
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For  real t.. this  is

t

W(t) =  1 - 2* exp(-t2) U x exp(x2) + i(*)#t exp(-t2) (A.6)

0

APPENDIX B

Evaluation of Q to Lowest Order in R AL
/'14. L'-D

We   want to evaluate the following integral to lowest order   in  RL/RD'

18(1:)   =   -ji- i3   «*p -Rt.*(r)-ik E} (B.1)
r

For this purpose.the generalized potential #(r) can be replaced by the

Coulomb poterrtlal   1/r,

1 -   - ./4.&3  «-RL/r-ik' E}r

a r l f R /r-ik·r\ (B.2)= -1 E-Jt 7 «pl- L - .'1

Using polar coordinates for r with k as polar axis- /*4                                                               
          -

1 2*8 7
1  =    ki   Sk ..1 dr  l  exp( -RI./r) f dgj'i0   expel,10'n)

N.t
O                -1   0

CO

a F l.= -4,1 - dr   exp( -RL/r)£,in(kr) (B.3)3k
A41 0   kr

Making the change of yariable x = kr this can be written as



.
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00

Q =4*iR 4  f dx 5 exp( -RLk/x)·sin,x (B.4)
w    L k J

0

The x integral is given in the Bateman tables (reference 10, I, 75),

2
3(k) = .(2")2 i heigl-(4RLk)5/k (B.5)

11
where the function in this formula is defined by

,    (1).
herv(x) i i heiv(x) = HV  Lx

exp(ti3*/4)] (B.6)
...

1

and H .is the Hankel functien of the first kind of order v.
V

, 6

APPERDIX C                                '9

Evaluation of an Integral

...                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              4

We now evaluate, to lowest order in RLAD' the integral g.

300
R i

00 X W
F    L  Al W(t)

Im  xdx   he' ·    /4  -  x Jr
i = fd* heii[22]   2   :2   2 (C.1) , 4

,h

2L'.      RD       /   2   x2+W(t) Jo (x   +WR)    +WI                                                                                 "1

5

0                                                                                    ·

where b = (RL RD)   and  W  =   WR  +  iWI.     The   simplest *procedure   is  to         ·                                       .
. P

3separate the range of integration into two parts  (o,  1/b)  and (1/b, co). .-

'Z

In the range (o, 1/b) we can expand (reference 11, p. 320)                      4

N

hei2[2bk#1 Z -1 +k   * + . (C.2)

'

»
ih
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The contribution to Eq. (C.1) from the range (o, 1/b) is

-1/b  x3WI1 /'--1 dz #   2 + 0(RL&D)*J
(xe+WR)6+WI   -0

=   -*-1  WI   al(1/b)-+  ·ear)-1   Im(W€nW) + 0(R  RD) (c.3)

In the second range (1/b, m) we use the fact

fW     Eal<<  1/b

to expand the integrand in the right hand side of Eq. (C.1)

WI  dx he'2!221·13 -9' . · · · }                         (e.4)
1/b

1                                                                                                         3

Making the change of variable u = 2b(x)9 this becomes :-

WI f *du u-lhei2(u)  + 0(RL/RD) (e.5)
2bc

This is a known integral (reference 11, p. 319)                                       '
f
9

1                                                                                                        
                                                               4

& 00                                                                                                                                                                                                                1

(29#u-1WI [heil(u)+herl(u)]y 4 (c..6)                                 ..31:=2b-
i,

There   is no contribution·  at   u  =   co,   and this becomes                                                                                                             "

W-
I f r      J.-7

-

(81,)#lhei112(b)«J+her].1 2(b)*]} (C.7)
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1,
Since 2(b)- < <l w e expand expression (C.7) to obtain

 :
A                i

  WI 1,<F) + 0(RL/RD) (c.8)

- .     «     where lnX =.0.577···is Euler's constant and € = 2.718··· is the base of the 4
i.A.

1:..

I .
natural logarithms.  Addition of expressions (C.3) and (C.8) gives the               '

'-  integral of Eq. (C.1) to lowest order in RL/kD, 4

1.'

,"

W

Im  dx x hei-  1 =91  W(t)  =  -2 '" 56 >1 +6 Im(Wl"W) + Of©               7'                 *L    R5   )
J*2+W<t) -1   L-

(C.9)

.                                                                                                    4

"
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Figure 1. Graph of U(a) as a function of a =
vil'(m/29) #.

Figure 2.  Contour for the Analytic Continuation af W.
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